PP STRAPPING

TEWE® polypropylene strapping available from 5mm (¼”) to 15.5mm (5/8”) with 8x8, 9x8 or 16x6 core.

TEUFELBERGER is one of the world’s biggest producers of narrow polypropylene strapping. Its comprehensive product portfolio includes PP strapping that is 4-6 mm (1/6” – 1/4”) wide. Thanks to its consistent high quality, TEWE® S-Band is ideal for fully automatic applications in the printing, corrugated board, and logistic industries. Its perfect running characteristics ensure a high degree of availability in the strapping process.

TEWE® polypropylene strapping features consistently high quality, high breaking strength, and small manufacturing tolerances. This is how it guarantees a smooth strapping process. The excellent rigidity of the strapping and perfect running characteristics prepare the ground for extremely high speeds and optimized cycle times. Thanks to special embossing techniques, TEWE® polypropylene strapping will run on your machines with close-to-zero abrasion.

TEWE® polypropylene strapping features the following advantages:

- low maintenance and failure-free strapping
- reliable protection of your packaged goods
- economically and technically the best solution for your strapping purpose

HQ Printing solutions

Customers who opt for printing get polypropylene strapping that is of high quality and can be custom-printed in a single color with our technology HQ Mono or multiple colors with our technology HQ Digital. Customers benefit twofold from our range of printed strapping. They protect their products, and they are able to convey an advertising message to their customers. We developed HQ Mono and digital specifically for medium-sized and large polypropylene quantities and applications, where customers want single and multiple-color printing.

Advantages:

- get your customized message on strapping
- anti-theft protection
- proof of product origin